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Complete Coverage of the State-of-the-Art in Water Resource Recovery Facility Design
Featuring contributions from hundreds of wastewater engineering experts, this fully updated
guide presents the latest in facility planning, configuration, and design. Design of Water
Resource Recovery Facilities: WEF Manual of Practice No. 8 and ASCE Manuals and Reports
on Engineering Practice No. 76, Sixth Edition, covers key technical advances in wastewater
treatment, including •Advances with membrane bioreactors applications •Advancements within
integrated fixed-film/activated sludge (IFAS) systems and moving-bed biological-reactors
systems •Biotrickling filtration for odor control •Increased use of ballasted flocculation
•Enhanced nutrient-control systems •Sidestream nutrient removal to reduce the loading on the
main nutrient-removal process •Use and application of wireless instrumentation •Use and
application of modeling wastewater treatment processes for the basis of design and
evaluations of alternatives •Process design and disinfection practices to minimize generation
of TTHMs and other organics monitored for potable water quality •Approaches to minimizing
biosolids production and advances in biosolids handling, including effective thermal hydrolysis,
and improvements in sludge thickening and dewatering technologies •Increasing goals toward
energy neutrality and driving net zero •Trend toward resource recovery

By the dawn of the new millennium, robotics has undergone a major tra- formation in
scope and dimensions. This expansion has been brought about
bythematurityofthe?eldandtheadvancesinitsrelatedtechnologies.From a largely
dominant industrial focus, robotics has been rapidly expanding into the challenges of
the human world. The new generation of robots is expected to safely and dependably
co-habitat with humans in homes, workplaces, and
communities,providingsupportinservices,entertainment,education,heal- care,
manufacturing, and assistance. Beyond its impact on physical robots, the body of
knowledge robotics has produced is revealing a much wider range of applications
reaching across - verse research areas and scienti?c disciplines, such as:
biomechanics, haptics, neurosciences, virtual simulation, animation, surgery, and
sensor networks among others. In return, the challenges of the new emerging areas are
pr- ing an abundant source of stimulation and insights for the ?eld of robotics. It is
indeed at the intersection of disciplines that the most striking advances happen. The
goal of the series of Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics (STAR) is to bring, in a
timely fashion, the latest advances and developments in robotics on the basis of their
signi?cance and quality. It is our hope that the wider dissemination of research
developments will stimulate more exchanges and collaborations among the research
community and contribute to further advancement of this rapidly growing ?eld.
A Complete overview of theory, selection, design, operation, andmaintenance This text
offers a thorough overview of the operatingcharacteristics, efficiencies, design features,
troubleshooting,and maintenance of dynamic and positive displacement process
gascompressors. The author examines a wide spectrum of compressorsused in heavy
process industries, with an emphasis on improvingreliability and avoiding failure.
Readers learn both the theoryunderlying compressors as well as the myriad day-to-day
practicalissues and challenges that chemical engineers and plant operationpersonnel
must address. The text features: Latest design and manufacturing details of dynamic
and positivedisplacement process gas compressors Examination of the full range of
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machines available for theheavy process industries Thorough presentation of the
arrangements, materialcomposition, and basic laws governing the design of all
importantprocess gas compressors Guidance on selecting optimum compressor
configurations,controls, components, and auxiliaries to maximize reliability Monitoring
and performance analysis for optimal machinerycondition Systematic methods to avoid
failure through the application offield-tested reliability enhancement concepts Fluid
instability and externally pressurized bearings Reliability-driven asset management
strategies forcompressors Upstream separator and filter issues The text's structure is
carefully designed to build knowledgeand skills by starting with key principles and then
moving to moreadvanced material. Hundreds of photos depicting various types
ofcompressors, components, and processes are provided throughout. Compressors
often represent a multi-million dollar investmentfor such applications as petrochemical
processing and refining,refrigeration, pipeline transport, and turbochargers
andsuperchargers for internal combustion engines. This text enablesthe broad range of
engineers and plant managers who work with thesecompressors to make the most of
the investment by leading them tothe best decisions for selecting, operating,
upgrading,maintaining, and troubleshooting.
This book covers all aspects of supercharging internal combustion engines. It details
charging systems and components, the theoretical basic relations between engines and
charging systems, as well as layout and evaluation criteria for best interaction.
Coverage also describes recent experiences in design and development of
supercharging systems, improved graphical presentations, and most advanced
calculation and simulation tools.
THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO SELECTING, OPERATING, AND MAINTAINING
POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT Power Plant Equipment Operation and Maintenance
Guide provides detailed coverage of different types of power plants such as modern cogeneration, combined-cycle, and integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plants.
The book describes the design, selection, operation, maintenance, and economics of all
these power plants. The best available power enhancement options are discussed,
including duct burners, evaporative cooling, inlet-air chilling, absorption chilling, steam
and water injection, and peak firing. This in-depth resource addresses the sizing,
selection, calculations, operation, diagnostic testing, troubleshooting, maintenance, and
refurbishment of all power plant equipment, including steam turbines, steam
generators, boilers, condensers, heat exchangers, gas turbines, compressors, pumps,
advanced sealing mechanisms, magnetic bearings, and advanced generators.
Coverage includes: Methods for enhancing the reliability and maintainability of all power
plants Economic analysis of modern co-generation and combined-cycle plants
Selection of the best emission-reduction method for power plants Preventive and
predictive maintenance required for power plants Gas turbine applications in power
plants, protective systems, and tests
Process Plant Machinery provides the mechanical, chemical or plant engineer with the
information needed to choose equipment best suited for a particular process, to determine
optimum efficiency, and to conduct basic troubleshooting and maintenance procedures.
Process Plant Machinery is a unique single-source reference for engineers, managers and
technical personnel who need to acquire an understanding of the machinery used in modern
process plants: prime movers and power transmission machines; pumping equipment; gas
compression machinery; and mixing, conveying, and separation equipment. Starting with an
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overview of each class, the book quickly leads the reader through practical applications and
size considerations into profusely illustrated component descriptions. Where necessary,
standard theory is expertly explained in shortcut formulas and graphs. Maintainability and
vulnerability concerns are dealt with as well. Fully updated with all new equipment available
Comprehensive Coverage Multi-industry relevance
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